Abstract. Multi-party secure computations are general important procedures to compute any function while keeping the security of private inputs. In this work we ask whether preprocessing can allow low latency (that is, small round) secure multi-party protocols that are universally-composable (UC). In particular, we allow any polynomial time preprocessing as long as it is independent of the exact circuit and actual inputs of the specific instance problem to solve, with only a bound k on the number of gates in the circuits known.
Introduction
Secure Multi-party Computation (MPC). Protocols for MPC enable a set of parties to correctly evaluate a function such that no information about the private inputs of the supported in part by NSF Grants CCF-0347839, CNS-0716245 and CNS-0831094.
parties is revealed, beyond what is leaked by the output of the function. This notion was first presented by Yao [Y86] for the two-party case, and by Goldreich et al. [GMW87] for the multi-party case. However, implementations for MPC are notoriously inefficient. Many protocols implementing them have delays associated with the depth of the circuit and even constant round protocols produce very long delays. The question that we want to settle in this work is whether one can use preprocessing computation in order to "be ready" once the inputs and the actual circuit (problem) to compute on are given. Note that the world of computing is transforming into "cloud services" where parties can "rent" computational resources. Thus, it may make sense to perform a lengthy preprocessing in the background, with no specific input and problem to solve in mind, just as a preparation. To this end cloud resources can be employed on behalf of users, and massive computations and communication can be performed. Then in the online stage once the input is given and the circuit determined, it can be performed much faster given the preprocessing. As long as at least one of the servers in the cloud is not corrupted, the correctness and privacy of the online stage computation is guaranteed.
We consider the following variation on secure multi-party computation, called multiparty computing with encrypted data (MP-CED): (1) The computing parties publish a shared public key, and hold shares of the matching private key. (2) The parties also know some bound on the circuit size that they will be required to compute securely. The parties then perform a preprocessing stage. For this stage too, we may try to minimize the parties' work and computation rounds, but this is not the main goal, which is the efficiency of the on-line stage. (3) The input distribution is a database of encrypted data that can be published by many parties (not necessarily those taking part in the computation); i.e., think about the parties as a service (like the census bureau) computing on behalf of a larger population. (4) The concrete computation circuit (or circuits) is given, and the input to use from the database (their indices in the database) are determined. Then and only then (5) the parties are engaged in a short computation to achieve the task and produce the output while protecting the private data. Note that the input database may be reused for many computations.
We remark that our model is somewhat related to a multi-party extension of the model by Rivest, Adleman and Dertouzos [RAD78] . They put forth a scenario for secure computation over database of encrypted data, called Computing with Encrypted Data (CED). This model is highly attractive since it represents the case where a database is first collected and maintained and only later a computation on it is decided upon and executed (e.g., data mining and statistical database computation done over the encrypted database). We discuss the encrypted data model and the multi-party version here, and in fact show that MP-CED and MPC can be reduced to each other (shown in Section 3.3).
Motivation
We consider protocols in the universal composability (UC) framework introduced by Canetti [C01] . UC secure protocols remain secure even when executed concurrently with arbitrary other protocols running in some larger network, and can be used as subroutines of larger protocols in a modular fashion.
Round-Efficient Protocols with Preprocessing. Round complexity is an important criterion for the efficiency of an MPC protocol . A long line of work, including   [BMR90,IK00,GIKR01,DI05,DI06,DIK + 08], focused on reducing both the round complexity and communication complexity.
Also, it is known that UC secure computation of general functions is not possible in the plain model in the case of honest minority. In particular, UC secure two-party computation of a wide class of functionalities was ruled out by [CF01, CKL03] . To circumvent these impossibility results, it is common to assume some pre-computation setup, and the most common assumption is that a common reference string (CRS) is made available to the parties before the computation. Canetti et al. [CLOS02] showed that (under suitable cryptographic assumptions) a CRS suffices for UC secure MPC of any well-formed functionality.
In our work, we consider stronger relaxation on the setup, called general preprocessing [DI05] 3 , in which the parties perform some work as long as it is independent of the inputs and the circuit for which the actual computation is to be done later. The main motivation for this model is to reduce the amount of work during the execution of the protocol beyond a preprocessing phase.
Considering the two aspects above, we ask the following natural question:
Allowing any polynomial time preprocessing (in some input parameter) before the circuit (whose size is bound by the same input parameter) and the inputs are known, is there a very small constant round protocol?
Our Results
We address the aforementioned question affirmatively by constructing two different round-efficient protocols for MP-CED, which we call P 1 and P 2 . Both protocols can be naturally transformed into round-efficient protocols for MPC (c.f. Section 3.3). Each protocol has its own advantage depending on the following parameters:
1. round complexity in the online stage (our major concern), 2. round complexity in the preprocessing stage, and 3. the number of gates constructed throughout the protocol.
In terms of online round complexity, protocol P 1 is "two rounds" whereas that of protocol P 2 is "one round" (which is optimal, since even non-secure computation need to collect the data and it takes one round). There are some cases, however, in which the preprocessing round complexity of P 1 is better, under some efficiency considerations. We use general constant-round MPC protocols [IPS08] for the preprocessing stage in P 2 , whereas in P 1 we can use the protocol given in Appendix A, which requires exactly 2n rounds. When n is small enough, preprocessing in P 1 can be more round-efficient (when n is large, a general MPC protocol can be used in P 1 , too). Also, the number of gates constructed in P 2 is larger than that in P 1 . To evaluate a circuit with up to k gates, P 1 constructs k garbled gates in the preprocessing stage, as explained below. In contrast, P 2 generates a universal circuit [V76] in the preprocessing stage, which is later used (in the online stage) to evaluate a given circuit. The smallest known universal circuit that can evaluate a circuit with k gates has O(k log k) gates [KS08] . We overview the two protocols in the following.
First Protocol (P 1 ). In a big picture, we follow the framework of Yao's garbled circuit technique. However, the main difference is that, in our protocol, garbling is done on the individual gate level so that this procedure can be executed in the preprocessing level independently of the circuit to be given and computed later. In the online stage, construction of wires between gates according to the given circuit is performed.
-In the preprocessing stage, the parties generate a 'garbled' truth table for each individual gate. Truth tables are for NAND gates, and they have four rows and three columns -left-input, right-input, and output. Each row is randomly shuffled, and each element is an encryption of Boolean value. We emphasize that no party knows anything more than the fact that it's a randomly shuffled encrypted table for NAND.
In addition, a fresh pair of public key and (encrypted) private key is generated for each row. This key is used for constructing encrypted wiring information in the online stage, when the circuit is given.
-In the online stage, given the encrypted data and a circuit, the computing parties 'connect' truth tables by adding wiring information. The wiring information tells, given two tables T pred , T succ according to the topology of the circuit, which row of T pred 's output column is equal to which row of T succ 's input column. We note that this information should be carefully revealed; otherwise, the adversary may try computing different rows of the truth tables using the wirings, and may learn more than is allowed. In fact, during the computation (online stage), exactly one row's wirings for each table should be revealed.
To enable such wirings we introduce Multi-Party Conditional Oblivious Decryption Exposure (M-CODE) (in Section 2), which is a multi-party extension to the CODE functionality, introduced in [CEJ + 07] for the two party case. M-CODE assumes a group of parties share a secret key x of a public key y. Three ciphertexts c out , c in , c key -all encrypted under y -and a new public key z are given as input. For ∈ {out, in, key}, let m be the plaintext encrypted in c . If m out equals m in , M-CODE outputs E z (m key ). Otherwise, M-CODE chooses a random value r and outputs E z (r). The computing parties use M-CODE such that, for each row of a truth table, the three ciphertexts of the M-CODE are (1) output value of the previous table (2) the input value of this row and (3) the secret key for this row. We refer the reader to Section 3.1 for more details.
With two round implementation of M-CODE for ElGamal encryption, we obtain a two-round protocol for MP-CED and a three-round protocol for MPC. Theorem 1. Assuming the DDH assumption holds, protocol P 1 is a two-round UC secure protocol for MP-CED in the F zk hybrid -and, thereby three-round UC secure protocol for MPC in the F zk hybrid in the general preprocessing model -against an active and static adversary as long as at most t < n computing parties are corrupted.
The protocols manipulate linear number of gates in the circuit size. Furthermore, if t < n/2 parties are corrupted, P 1 is robust against abort.
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Second Protocol (P 2 ). Protocol P 2 follows Yao's garbled technique more closely than P 1 . However, the circuit that is to be garbled is a universal circuit [V76,KS08] to maintain independence of the circuit to be given. Optimal round complexity in the online stage is achieved by putting a simple constraint on the input-layer labels in the garbled circuit and by employing the multiplicative homomorphism of ElGamal encryption. As in the first protocol, a group of parties share a secret key x of a public key y.
-In the preprocessing stage, the parties generate a garbled circuit [Y86] of a universal circuit C U , with some special restrictions on keys of input wires. In the garbled circuit C U , there are two keys w In addition to the garbled circuit of C U , the following encryptions are generated: (1) the encryption E y (h) and (2) E y (w i 0 ) for each input wire i. Construction of a garbled circuit along with aforementioned encryptions -i.e., E y (h) and E y (w i 0 )'s -can be performed using a constant-round UC secure protocols for general MPC [KOS03, IPS08] . Input contribution of a bit 0 is done by E y (h 0 ), and for a bit 1, re-encrypted E y (h 1 ) is used via homomorphism. Theorem 2. Assuming the DDH assumption holds, protocol P 2 is a one-round UC secure protocol for MP-CED in the F zk hybrid -and, thereby two-round UC secure protocol for MPC in the F zk hybrid in the general preprocessing model -against an active and static adversary as long as at most t < n computing parties are corrupted. The protocol processes k log k gates where k is the circuit size. Furthermore, if t < n/2 parties are corrupted, P 2 is robust against abort.
Related Work
Round Complexity. Beaver et al. [BMR90] showed the first MPC protocol that required constant (but large) number of rounds, and Damgård and Ishai [DI05] presented the first adaptively UC secure protocol that achieves two rounds in the (linear) preprocessing model when the number of malicious parties t < n/5 and some higher constant rounds when t < n/2. Recently, Ishai et al. constructed UC secure protocol with malicious majority in the OT hybrid model running in (large) constant rounds [IPS08] (see Fig 1) .
For the two-party setting, which is a special case of MPC, Katz and Ostrovsky [KO04] showed that it's impossible to construct a secure protocol running in four rounds using enhanced trapdoor permutation (eTDP) or homomorphic encryption in a blackbox manner in the plain model, and they constructed a five-round protocol. To overcome this lower bound, Horvitz and Katz [HK07] used CRS to construct a UC secure two-party protocol in two rounds. Nielsen and Orlandi [NO09] gave a two party protocol using a cut-and-choose approach. In a big picture, their idea is somewhat similar to ours: after many garbled gates are generated, they are connected to each other according to the circuit to be evaluated.
In the (non-UC) stand-alone setting, the work of [IK00,AIK05] gave a general non-interactive reduction of any n-party functionality computed by a polynomial size Boolean circuit into a (possibly randomized) functionality of degree-3 over GF (2). Combining this reduction with any secure protocol with malicious majority (for example, [GMW87] ) leads to round-efficient protocols in the stand-alone setting.
MP-CED. Some nontrivial instantiations for CED were shown, originating with Sander et al. [SYY99] , who gave a protocol for circuits in NC 1 . Beaver [B00] extended this result to accommodate any function in NLOGSPACE [BL96] . Recently, Gentry presented a construction for any polynomial size circuit by showing doubly-homomorphic encryption scheme from ideal lattices [G09] , however it is not yet clear if this can give efficient protocols for MP-CED (see discussion in Section 3.3).
MP-CED was also considered by Franklin and Haber [FH96] and the subsequent works [JJ00,CDN01,DN03]. In their works, after a threshold encryption key is established, each party broadcasts the encryption of its input, and the parties evaluate the circuit on the encrypted data. However, they do not explicitly treat the setting as a unique model for MP-CED, with a specific setup state that is independent of the inputs and the circuits to be computed, and do not consider input separation -inputs can be contributed by parties that do not take part in the computation. Note that all these previous works in the model dealt with the two party case, which we extend herein to the multi-party case.
The protocol given by Cramer et al. [CDN01] computes an arithmetic circuit and achieves security in the case of honest majority, but the number of rounds is linear in the depth of the circuit. A UC adaptively secure protocol with the same round complexity was given by [DN03] . Jackobson and Juels [JJ00] use mix-and-match approach to compute on encrypted data, but their approach requires even more rounds (linear in the sum of the depth of the circuit and the number of parties). Figure 1 lists these previous works, in some relations to our protocols (while concentrating on on-line rounds, and omitting some of the advantages our results has beyond the table).
Preliminaries
For any integer t, let [t] = {0, 1, . . . , t − 1}. Let k be a security parameter. We choose a cyclic group G a safe prime p = 2q + 1, i.e., G Homomorphism. Multiplication of two ciphertexts E y (m 1 ) = (g r1 , m 1 y r1 ) and E y (m 2 ) = (g r2 , m 2 y r2 ) is defined as (g r1+r2 , m 1 m 2 y r1+r2 ), which shows the homomorphism of ElGamal encryption (i.e., E y (m 1 ) · E y (m 2 ) = E y (m 1 · m 2 )). In addition, encryption keys are also homomorphic in the sense that given key pairs {(y i = g xi , x i )} i , the pair ( i y i , i x i ) is a valid key pair. When two ciphertexts encrypt the same message, we denote c 1 ≡ c 2 .
Zero-Knowledge Proofs of Knowledge (ZK-PoK). A proof of knowledge is a proof for a relation R, in which the prover convinces the verifier that an instance is in the language, and also that the prover knows a witness for this instance. We will use standard notation to denote proofs of knowledge related to discrete log. For example, P K{b : a = g b } denotes a proof of knowledge where the prover convinces the verifier that she knows the value of b, such that a = g b , when a is known to both. In the common reference string (CRS) model, we can use non-interactive zeroknowledge proofs (NIZK) due to De Santis et al. [SCO + 01] (see the discussion in [CLOS02, Section 6]) which is UC-secure [C01] . In the random oracle model (ROM), the above proof systems can be efficient NIZK using the standard Fiat-Shamir technique [FS86] combined with OR proofs of Σ-protocols [CDS94] .
Secret Sharing [S79,F87] . A secret sharing scheme allows a secret s ∈ [q] to be shared among n parties, such that a threshold of t + 1 parties can recover the secret, whereas any smaller set of parties can not learn anything about the secret. In Shamir's secret sharing scheme, the shares are values of a degree-t polynomial, and the secret is the free coefficient of the polynomial.
We show below how the parties can share and recover the secret s. Moreover, the parties may choose to recover d s for some d ∈ G q g , or an ElGamal encryption of d s (without learning anything about the secret s).
-Sharing: A dealer chooses at random a degree t polynomial Q(x) := s+a 1 x+· · ·+ a t x t , where the free coefficient is the secret s. The share of party P i is s i = Q(i).
-Recovering s: Let T be a set of t + 1 parties. They evaluate Q (0) = i∈T s i L i (0) to recover s, where L i is a Lagrangian on the points in T .
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-Recovering an exponentiation d s : Similar to above, the parties can evaluate
, using only {d si } i∈T .
-Recovering E y (d s ): Using multiplicative homomorphism of ElGamal, the parties
Multi-party Conditional Oblivious Decryption Exposure (M-CODE). We introduce Multi-Party Conditional Oblivious Decryption Exposure (M-CODE).
M-CODE assumes a group of parties share a secret key x of a public key y. Three ciphertexts c out , c in , c key -all encrypted under y -and a new public key z are given as input. For ∈ {out, in, key}, let m be the plaintext encrypted in c . If m out equals m in , M-CODE outputs E z (m key ). Otherwise, M-CODE chooses a random value r and outputs E z (r). A variant of this functionality for the two party case was initially introduced by [CEJ + 07]. The intuitive idea is to generate a ciphertext that encrypts m key multiplied by (m out /m in ) r for a random r. If m in = m out , then the output would be m key . We assume party P i has x i , all the parties know c out , c in , c key , z, (y, y 1 = g x1 , . . . , y n = g xn ), and let c out = E y (m out ) = (α, β),c in = E y (m in ) = (γ, δ), c key = E y (m key ) = (λ, µ). The protocol for M-CODE proceeds as follows:
1. Each party P i chooses e i ∈ R [q], and computes i = (α/γ) ei , ζ i = (β/δ) ei , π i = P K{e i : i = (α/γ) ei , and ζ i = (β/δ) ei },, and broadcasts ( i , ζ i , π i ).
2. Let = i∈S1 i and ζ = i∈S1 ζ i where S 1 is the set of parties which sent valid messages. Each party P i chooses r i randomly and computes
and broadcasts (d i , ψ i ). 3. Let S 2 be the set of parties that sent valid messages in steps 1 & 2. If |S 2 | ≤ t, then the protocol aborts. Each party P i , using the homomorphic multiplication, com-
where L j (·) is a Lagrangian on the indices in S 2 . P i uses homomorphic operations to compute
where e = i∈S1 e i .
Multi-party Computing with Encrypted Data
We assume the circuit C of interest is normalized: all intermediate gates are NAND gates, and output gates are IDENTITY gates 6 . We can easily attain this circuit by adding another layer of IDENTITY gates on top of a circuit that consists of NAND gates.
First Protocol (P 1 )
In the first protocol, called P 1 , each gate is garbled, and then the computing parties 'connect' gates by adding wiring information using M-CODE.
Preprocessing Stage. The first step is to establish a global public key y for ElGamal encryption. The computing parties have shares of the corresponding secret key x. Once the public key is established, the next step is to generate truth tables for individual gates. The columns of input, output, and intermediate gates differ slightly, as can be seen in Figure 2 which shows the structure of truth tables.
1. Input and Output. These are encrypted with the global public key y.
Placeholders for the wiring information. This connects a row of the truth table to
matching rows in successor gates. 3. The columns PK and SK contain a random ElGamal key pair, where the private key is encrypted under the global public key y (and the wiring information is encrypted using the secret keys in SK). 4. For output gates, ciphertexts in column Final encrypt the same plaintexts as ciphertexts in column In.
During the preprocessing stage, the parties can generate polynomial number of garbled gates, that can later be used for evaluating circuits. Therefore it suffices to know a bound on the sizes of circuits to be evaluated later. Preprocessing can be done in constant number of round using general MPC protocols [KOS03, IPS08] . If the number of computing parties is small, it can be done explicitly in 2n rounds, where n is the number of computing parties, using the protocol in Appendix A.
Input contribution is performed by publishing a ciphertext c = (c 1 , c 2 ) = E y (g b ) for an input b ∈ {0, 1}. This can be done securely by adding P K r : (c 1 = g r , c 2 = y r ) or (c 1 = g r , c 2 = gy r ) .
Online Stage: Generation of Wires Between Garbled Gates. In Figure 2 , G i is the left predecessor of G k . The connection between the two gates should be established through some "wiring" such that during the computation the output of G i can be propagated to the left input of G k . So, rows of T i with output value b ∈ {0, 1} should be connected to rows of T k with left input value b.
Requirements for Wiring. In our protocol, the following conditions are considered in generating wires. given on the right. Gj is an input gate, G is an output gate, and Gi, G k are intermediate gates. Table Tx is the truth table describing gate Gx. y is the global public key. Each row of an intermediate truth table has two sets of (secret, public) keys, and contains the wiring information, "connecting" it to the next gate, encrypted using these two keys. E
respectively. In table Ti, pki1 = pki1L · pki1R, and pki2, . . . , pki4 are defined similarly. In the Wires columns, E(a, b, c, d) denotes concatenation of E(a), . . . , E ( d).
-(Encrypting the Wiring Information.) The wiring information, except wirings connecting an input gate to an intermediate gate, should be encrypted. Public wiring may help the (even semi-honest) adversary to learn more information than the output of C. Therefore, it is encrypted with the public key stored in columns PK L and PK R . -(Conditional Exposure of Wiring Information.) For the computation to proceed, the protocol should reveal the wiring information for the rows along the computational path. In the beginning, wirings from input gates is public. Along the computational path, on each gate, exactly one row should allow decryption of the wiring information. -(Oblivious Generation of Wiring Information.) The wiring information are added to garbled gates after they are built. It is essential that, even if the truth table is encrypted and shuffled, the parties should still be able to add the wiring information.
Computation of a Circuit Using Wires.
denote the element located at column a and row b in T i . The column Wires contains wiring information, and we denote the column Wires from T i to T k by Wires [i→k] 7 . Looking at the column Wires alone, Wires(v) denotes the vth row of this column in the plaintext form. For example, Wires [i→k] (2) = ( * , * , sk k3L , sk k4L ) in Figure 2 . We also use Wire(v, w) to denote the wth element of Figure 2 , for example, we have
This wiring information helps the circuit computation to proceed correctly. The computation proceeds in order from input gates to output gates. In Figure 2 , for exam- Depending on the circuit topology, the subscript of a column may differ (e.g., InL, InR, or In).
Local Computation. Each party computes the output of C using the M-CODE transcripts on the input gates. ple, if row 2 of T i and row 1 of T j are on the computation path, then row 3 of T k is also on the computation path because w = 3 is the only row where Wire [i→k] (2, w) = * and Wire [j→k] (1, w) = * .
Constructing Wires. We implement each
8 . This directly satisfies the requirements of encrypted wiring and oblivious wiring generation. Conditional exposure is achieved by executing M-CODE protocols in the input layer with a trivial public key z = 1, so that the wiring information in the input layer is known to every party.
The description of P 1 can be found in Figure 3 . Running the online stage takes two rounds. The communication complexity of P 1 is O(nk|C|) (plus the NIZK, if we assume the CRS case) where |C| is the size of the circuit.
Second Protocol (P 2 )
The idea of P 2 is that in a preprocessing stage, the parties generate a garbled circuit, using Yao's technique, of a universal circuit. The garbled circuit has a restriction on the keys of input wires, that allows the online computation to take only one round in our model, as opposed to the two-round OT based approach of Yao. The preprocessing stage can be done in constant number of rounds, using general MPC protocols [KOS03, IPS08] .
Preprocessing Stage: Garbling Universal Circuit. The first step is to establish a global public key y for ElGamal encryption. The computing parties have shares of the corresponding secret key x. In contrast to protocol P 1 , however, here, ElGamal encryption is used only for input layer.
Next, a garbled circuit for universal circuit is generated, using Yao's garbled circuit technique [Y82] . In the generation procedure, for each wire i, two random keys, w i 0 and w i 1 are generated. The key w i 0 (resp., w i 1 ) represents 0 (resp., 1) for wire i. For each gate G j , a truth table T j is generated. In each table, a private key encryption (denoted Tables for the Gates (Gi, Gj, G k , G ) . The topology of the gates is given on the right. Gj is an input gate, G is an output gate, and Gi, G k are intermediate gates. G,Ȇ,D) with efficiently verifiable range (based on pseudorandom function) is used [LP09] 9 . Figure 4 shows the structure of the garbled circuit.
-Recall that we assume all output gates are identity gates, with only one incoming wire and only two rows in the corresponding truth table. Each row encrypts the Boolean value represented by the corresponding wire, and the rows are randomly shuffled. An example is given in Figure 4 : in the first row of table G , the input value is 1 (the key w k 1 represents 1), and it encrypts 1, which is the output value of this row.
-For all other gates, each gate has two incoming wires and four rows. Each row encrypts a key for the outgoing wire, which represents the appropriate Boolean value of NAND of the incoming wires' values, and the rows are randomly shuffled. For example, in G k of Figure 4 , the first row encrypts w To construct a secure protocol for MP-CED, we depart from the traditional Yao garbed circuit technique, by giving restriction on input wires.
-A random element h ∈ G q g is chosen, which no party knows, and H = E y (h) is published. We emphasize that H is generated once and for all. In other words, every instance of garbled universal circuit can use the same H. Since we garble a universal circuit, it suffices to know a bound on the sizes of circuits to be evaluated later. A universal circuit of size O(k log k) can accept circuits of size k as inputs [KS08] .
Input contribution is performed such that for input b ∈ {0, 1}, a ciphertext c = (c 1 , c 2 ) = E y (h b ) is published.
-When input is 0, publish E y (1).
-When input is 1, publish a re-encryption of H (recall H = (H 1 , H 2 ) = E y (h)).
A proof of knowledge is added, P K r : (c 1 = g r , c 2 = y r ) or (c 1 = H 1 g r , c 2 = H 2 y r ) .
Online Stage: Obtaining keys for input-wires. Computing parties need to obtain a key, for each wire j, that represents the Boolean value b that the corresponding input ciphertext encrypts -that is, w j b . But the key should not leak any information about the input ciphertext. Our protocol meets such requirement by using homomorphism of ElGamal encryption 10 . Let c j be the ciphertext of contributed input b ∈ {0, 1} for input wire j. Computing parties work as follows:
-For every input wire j, compute W j = W j 0 · c j locally using homomorphism of ElGamal encryption. Then, decrypt W j via threshold decryption by computing parties using their shares for x. This gives w j b , which matches the input b.
-Each party computes the output of C using the key w j b locally. Running the online stage in P 2 takes one round. The communication complexity of P 2 is O(nk|C| log |C|) (plus the NIZK, if we assume the CRS case) where |C| is the size of the circuit.
Discussion
MP-CED vs. MPC with Preprocessing. General MPC and MP-CED can be reduced to each other.
-Given a protocol π for MP-CED, we can construct a protocol π for MPC with preprocessing, as follows. In the preprocessing stage of π , the parties share an encryption key. In the online stage of π , each party publishes encryption of its input under the shared key, and the parties follow protocol π. The resulting MPC protocol π requires one more online rounds than the underlying protocol π. This approach is implicitly used in [FH96,JJ00,CDN01,DN03]. -Given a protocol π for MPC, we can construct a protocol π for MP-CED, as follows.
In MP-CED, the parties share a secret key, and the inputs are encrypted. Protocol π should compute C on these given input ciphertexts. This can be done by the parties running protocol π using a circuit C derived from C. Circuit C consists of two stages: the first stage of C gets shares of the secret key and the ciphertexts, and decrypts the ciphertexts to give plaintexts. The second stage of C essentially evaluates C on these plaintext inputs from the first stage. In running the protocol π, each party's input is its share for the secret key. Circuit C has more gates than C. However, if the round complexity of π does not depend on the depth of the circuit, then the round complexity of π is the same as the round complexity of π .
On Basing MP-CED on Doubly-Homomorphic Encryption. Recently, Gentry constructed a doubly homomorphic encryption scheme using ideal lattices [G09] , which solves the CED problem. Since our goal is to give a round-efficient protocol, it is an interesting question whether doubly-homomorphic encryption allows non-interactive secure computation. However, this seems unlikely.
-(Threshold Decryption.) It's not known whether Gentry's scheme supports threshold decryption. Thus, there has to be at least one party which can decrypt ciphertexts by itself. If this party sees the inputs (which are encrypted and published in the MP-CED model), it can decrypt private inputs of other parties and break the security. Thus, there must be a separation between parties who can decrypt and parties who get access to the input and intermediate ciphertexts.
-(Malicious Parties.) Parties without decryption capability would compute a circuit on encrypted inputs using double homomorphism. In order for the protocol to compute output in a plaintext form, they have to submit some ciphertexts to a party with decryption capability. In the malicious setting, to make sure that they applied doubly homomorphism correctly, some kind of zero-knowledge proof should be added to the ciphertexts they submit. However, it is not clear how such a proof can be constructed when the verifier has the decryption capability -as mentioned above, it must not see the input ciphertexts.
The above issue also stands against achieving MPC protocols against an active adversary with doubly homomorphic encryptions.
